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Clicker basin waste 
Slotted chrome 

Clicker basin waste  
Unslotted chrome 

Clicker waste  
bath with overflow

Waste
Within each range the product detailing highlights whether it is supplied with  
a pop up waste as standard. If the product is not supplied with a pop up waste 
then select from one of the following (non pop up wastes).

Water pressure
In order to ensure you achieve the best possible performance from your chosen 
brassware or showering product, you need to be able to identify the type of 
plumbing system you have in your home and therefore the water pressure.  
Please contact your nearest John Lewis shop for more information.

Fitting service
We offer a service to plan and fit your bathroom to meet your needs and 
maximise your available space. If you wish us to plan and fit your bathroom please 
go on line for more details at johnlewis.com/fittedbathrooms. Alternatively, you 
can order your chosen bathroom as supply only.

Guarantees
All of your bathroom ranges and products come with a guarantee included at 
no extra cost. The length of the guarantee depends on the product so please 
contact your nearest John Lewis shop for more information.

taps
bathroom



Spey

Deck bath filler

Bath filler

Bath filler

Bath filler

It’s the details that make a difference, and our taps and shower mixers give 
the perfect finishing touch to your bathroom. Whatever look you’re going for, 
from sleek and minimal to classic or vintage-inspired designs, you’ll find a style 
to enhance your bathroom. All our taps complement our wash basin and bath 
ranges, and many bath taps are available with handy shower attachments.

Lever basin  
pillar taps

Basin taps

Basin pillar 
taps

Basin pillar taps

Wall mounted 
basin mixer

Eden Ellen

Hodder

Arun

Bela

Mini basin  
monobloc mixer

Tall basin 
monobloc mixer

Lever bath  
pillar taps

Bath taps

Bath pillar 
taps

Bath pillar taps

3 Tap hole  
basin mixer*

3 Tap hole basin mixer*

Deckbath shower 
mixer (inc. kit)

Bath shower 
mixer

Bath shower mixer Bath shower mixer 
(cranked legs)

Mono bidet 
mixer*

Mono bidet 
mixer*

Mono bidet 
mixer*

Deck mounted bath 
shower mixer

Wall mounted  
basin/bath filler

Floor standing  
bath mixer with  
shower handset

Concealed thermostatic 
showervalves (1 & 2 exit)

Shower post with 
handshower and concealed 
thermostatic mixer (Includes 
a 300mm square 7mm brass 
showerhead)

Mono basin 
mixer*

Mono basin 
mixer*

Mono basin 
mixer*

Mono basin mixer* Mono bidet mixer*

Shower post with handshower 
and concealed thermostatic mixer 
(Includes a 300mm round 7mm  
brass showerhead)

Deck mounted  
bath filler

Wall mounted  
bath filler

Concealed thermostatic 
showervalves (1 & 2 exit)

Basin monobloc  
mixer 

Basin monobloc  
mixer

Tall basin  
monobloc mixer

Bidet monobloc 
mixer*

Bidet monobloc 
mixer*

Deck mounted bath 
shower mixer

4 Hole bath mixer

Deck mounted  
bath filler

* with pop-up waste lever * with pop-up waste lever * with pop-up waste lever

Marden

Pillar bath fillerBasin pillar 
taps

Bath pillar 
taps

Pillar bath 
shower mixer

Mono bidet 
mixer

3 Tap hole basin 
mixer

Mono basin 
mixer

Bath shower 
mixer


